Introduction
The intense binding to DNA of basic proteins such as histones may be the most familiar example of the interaction of proteins with an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte. In contrast, the literature on complex formation between proteins and synthetic polyelectrolytes is more diffuse, 1 since it lacks the focus provided by the context of molecular biology. However, numerous studies on such complex formation and related phase separation effects have been motivated by interest in protein separations 2 and enzyme stabilization and immobilization; 3 it is furthermore likely that understanding and manipulation of such phenomena will play a role in protein drug deliver via microencapsulation 4 and in the use of polymeric scaffolds for tissue regeneration. 5 Our work on polyelectrolyte-protein complexes developed as an extension of investigations of another polyelectrolytecolloid system, namely, ionic micelles interacting with oppositely charged polymers. 6 Relevant findings may be summarized as follows: (1) At any ionic strength, no interactions occur unless the micelle surface charge density exceeds some critical value σ c . (2) At fixed ionic strength, σ c varies inversely with polymer linear charge density . 7 ( 3) The relationship among these three variables, at least to a first approximation, is given by eq 1, where κ ∼ I 1/2 is the Debye-Hückel parameter.
This result is consistent with several theoretical treatments. 8 (4) At σ > σ φ , bulk phase separation (either coacervation or precipitation) occurs. (5) The magnitude of σ φ -σ c depends, in a complicated way, on inter alia stoichiometry and micelle structure, 9 but within this range, soluble macromolecular complexes are formed reversibly and may be characterized by numerous scattering, hydrodynamic, and spectroscopic methods. Many of these conclusions have been shown to apply to protein-polyelectrolyte complexes as well. In particular, insight into the structure of soluble complexes has been gained from turbidimetry, 10 dynamic light scattering, 11 static light scattering, 12 fluorescence spectroscopy, 13 circular dichroism, 14 electrophoretic light scattering, 15 and potentiometric titration. 16 Our focus in the present study is the relevance of eq 1 to polyelectrolyte-protein systems. In this case σ depends on pH, and complex formation with strong (pH-independent) polycations occurs upon addition of base. While changes in scattering intensity with pH appear to be more subtle than the corresponding changes observed at σ c for micellar systems, a critical pH may be defined by electrophoretic mobility or careful turbidimetry. pH c depends in the expected way on ionic strength. However, pH c is often observed "on the wrong side" of the isoelectric point; i.e., basic proteins such as ribonuclease and lysozyme will complex with strong polycations at pH < pI, 15 and -lactoglobulin has been observed to bind to sodium polystyrene sulfonate at pH > pI. 17 Such observations can best be explained in terms of protein charge heterogeneity, in that "charged patches", opposite in sign to the net protein average (Zpr), can provide sites for binding to polymers with the same charge sign as Zpr. Similar effects have been observed in protein ion exchange chromatography, with proteins being retained "on the wrong side" of pI. 18 Given the complexity of protein surface charge heterogeneity, it would seem unlikely that eq 1 could be directly applied to protein-polyelectrolyte complexes. Nevertheless, we recently observed a remarkable linear dependence of (Zpr) c on I 1/2 for complex formation between bovine serum albumin (BSA) and the strong polycation poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC). 19 PDADMAC is atypical in that its charge
density is relatively low (ca. 6-6.5 Å between charge sites) and stiff (bare persistence length lp 0 ) 2.7 nm). In this work, we extend our studies by examining the critical conditions for complex formation with a high charge density polycation, poly-(methacrylamidopropyltrimethylammonium chloride) (PMAP-TAC), a high charge density polyanion, poly(acrylamidomethylpropyl sulfonate) (PAMPS), and a low charge density polyanion, the copolymer of AMPS and acrylamide (PAMPS 80 -AAm 20 ). The results are interpreted in terms of theoretical treatments by Joanny 20 and Muthukumar. 21
Experimental Section
Materials. BSA (MW ) 68K and pI ) 4.9) was purchased from Boehringer Mannheim as 99% pure protein and used without further purification. PDADMAC was a commercial sample of "Merquat 100", received from the Calgon Corp. with a molecular weight of 250K. PMAPTAC was donated by Clairol Corp. (MW ≈ 450K). PAMPS was synthesized by free radical polymerization (MW ≈ 600K) by Don McQuigg of Reilly Industries. PAMPS 80 AAm 20 was prepared by Takeshi Sato at Osaka University (MW ≈ 2000K). Polymer structures are shown in Figure 1 , and relevant chain parameters are shown in Table 1 . 26, 29 All polymer samples were purified by dialysis in nominal 1200 molecular weight cutoff tubing for 2 days and freeze-dried prior to use. HCl and NaOH solutions and NaCl were from Fisher and used as received.
Turbidimetric Titrations. The dependence of solution turbidity on pH ("type 1 titration") was obtained by the addition of either 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl to a protein-polymer mixture at constant ionic strength and at constant polymer (0.120 g/L) and protein concentrations (0.600 g/L). Protein and polymer solutions were prepared independently and filtered through Gelman 0.2 µm filters prior to mixing. After titrant addition, the solution was gently stirred until a stable turbidity ((0.1% T) reading was obtained. The stirring time was generally 2-3 min, and reversibility with respect to pH was always observed. A nitrogen purge was employed during all titrations. Polymer-free blanks were used to eliminate the effect of free protein scattering.
An Orion pH meter with a combination electrode was used to monitor solution pH. Transmittance was monitored with a Brinkman PC 800 colorimeter, connected to a 2 cm path length optical probe. The turbidity was reported as 100 -% T, and % T fluctuations ((0.1%) were treated by consistently selecting the highest transmittance. Total intensity and diffusivity measurements were made with a Protein Solutions (Charlottesville, VA) DynaPro 801 dynamic light scattering instrument, which utilizes an avalanche photodiode detector and a solidstate 30 mW, 780 nm laser. Analysis of the autocorrelation curve by cumulants leads to an apparent average diffusion (D) coefficient from which an apparent radius is calculated as R S ) kT/6πηD, where η is the solvent viscosity, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.
Potentiometric Titrations. The charge on BSA in both the complexed and uncomplexed states was established using potentiometric titrations. Two 50 mL aliquots of a 0.6 g/L BSA solution, at the desired pH and ionic strength, were extracted by mass and purged with N 2 . During the nitrogen purge, a 0.0300 g sample of polyelectrolyte was added to one of the aliquots ([polymer] ) 0.6 g/L). Both aliquots were then titrated to a predetermined final pH using either 0.5 M NaOH or 0.5 M HCl. To account for the titrant volume associated with the change in pH, a blank (polymer-and protein-free) was also titrated. For all three titrations, the initial solvent mass ((0.001 g) and initial pH ((0.005) were constant. Titration curves for BSA and BSA with polymer were corrected by subtraction of blank titrant volume from sample titrant volume at each pH. The charge on BSA, relative to the charge at the initial pH, was calculated using the blank-corrected titration curve, the mass of BSA in the solution, the molecular weight of BSA, and the concentration of the titrant. Since the charge at the isoelectric point (the pH of zero mobility) is ionic strength dependent, the charge was calculated relative to the isoionic point (pH ) 5.5).
Protein Surface Modeling. A 2-dimensional hypothetical representation of the BSA surface was produced in order to help visualize some of the phenomena invoked (i.e., proton mobility, charge complementarity, and multiple binding patches). Amino acid locations were determined by scaling the surface residues from the 3-dimensional model of a BSA subdomain, given in ref 24 . As will be subsequently displayed in Figure 5 , six of these subdomains were aligned (dashed lines) to emphasize the overall dimensions of BSA. The degree of protonation (R) for the charged residues was calculated using the HendersonHasselbalch expression in combination with the pH and the pK a values given in ref 28 . The location of the charges within each subdomain was randomized, with the restrictions that (1) the total number of charges, across the entire protein surface, is consistent with the given pH and the calculated R values and (2) the location of the charge corresponds to the location of that specific type of amino acid within the subdomain.
It is recognized that our 2-dimensional model is simplistic. However, this model allows us to place the emphasis on charge spacing and heterogeneity, while avoiding the obvious complications associated with 3-dimensional representations, such as surface roughness and curvature. Figure 2 shows the results for a typical type 1 titration of the BSA-PDADMAC system. Three regions can be defined by the changes in turbidity and 90°scattering intensity observed in Figure 2 . In region 1, Coulombic repulsive forces between the positively charged protein and the positively charge polyelectrolyte prohibit the formation of complexes. In region 2, a A is the charge spacing, is the linear charge density, and lp0 is the bare persistence length. designated as the primary or soluble complex region, an increase in turbidity and scattering intensity indicates that either the concentration or the molecular weight of the complex is increasing. In region 3, the sharp increase in turbidity indicates intercomplex aggregation. These regions can be considered as separate phases, with pH c representing the boundary between the nonassociative and primary phases and pH φ representing the boundary between the primary and aggregate phases.
Results
Previous studies have shown that, for a given proteinpolyelectrolyte system, pH c is independent of macromolecular concentration. 19 However, the protein/polymer mass ratio r does have an influence on the sensitivity of various techniques used to detect pH c . At large r values (excess protein), the equilibrium [P + n(pr) T P(pr) n ] shifts in the direction of the primary complex, generally producing high molecular weight species which are readily detected using standard light scattering techniques. 15 At low r (excess polyelectrolyte), the concentration and possibly the molecular weight of complex are substantially decreased. Hence, changes in the concentration and molecular weight of the primary complex may not be large enough for easy detection of pH c by turbidimetric or 90°i ntensity light scattering techniques. Under these conditions, other techniques may be better suited for detection of pH c .
When proteins bind to polyelectrolytes, the proximity of the charged polymer can induce subtle changes in the pK values of the surface amino acids on the protein. Under conditions where the majority of the proteins are bound, i.e., excess polyelectrolyte, potentiometric titrations can be used to monitor these changes in protein pK. Hence, potentiometric titrations are ideally suited for detection of pH c under low r conditions. Figure 3a ,b shows the pH dependence of 90°scattering intensity and turbidity, along with the potentiometric titration results, for the BSA-PMAPTAC system in 0.1 M NaCl. Also included in Figure 3a is the apparent Stokes radius from QELS. The results indicate that the measured value of pH c is independent of the technique; consequently, any subset of these four methods may be chosen on the basis of sensitivity.
The dependence of protein charge at pH c [(Zpr) c ] on the ionic strength constitutes a phase boundary. Figure 4 shows the (Zpr) c phase boundaries for PDADMAC, PMAPTAC, PAMPS, and PAMPS 80 AAm 20 . Since the focus of this study is the effect of polyelectrolyte linear charge density on (Zpr) c , the (Zpr) φ phase boundaries are not included.
Discussion
The results for BSA with PDADMAC shown in Figure 4 appear at first paradoxical. The simplicity of the dependence of (Zpr) c on κ strongly suggests that net protein charge governs complex formation, but complexes nevertheless form readily when (Zpr) c is positive. (It might be argued that complexation produces a pK shift such that the effective protein isoionic pH may be reduced upon complex formation; titration studies show this effect to be small but measurable at I E 0.03, but essentially negligible at the higher ionic strengths employed in this study. 16 ) Indeed, the phase boundary for PDADMAC is perfectly 
Recently, Pefferkorn 22 demonstrated adsorption of polyampholytes to charged surfaces when the net polyelectrolyte charge was of the same sign as the surface (i.e., both negative). Related calculations by Joanny 20 revealed that the numerous configurations available to the adsorbed polyampholyte include many favorable ones in which cationic polymer residues reside in proximity to the surface, with anionic residues at more distal positions. The enthalpy of such bound states may be strongly favorable relative to the unbound state.
In the BSA-PDADMAC case, the protein is the ampholytic "surface" which adsorbs the homopolycation. By analogy, one may easily visualize polymer configurations that favor contacts with CO 2 -sites while avoiding contacts with NH 3 + groups. Thus, electrostatic adsorption may occur below pI. The number of favorable configurations will of course increase upon conversion of CO 2 H to CO 2 -and NH 3 + to NH 2 , so that binding becomes more favorable with increase in pH. Consequently, at higher pH binding can occur in the presence of a higher concentration of screening electrolyte, thus accounting for the increase in critical net protein charge with increase in ionic strength. Since the binding site for the polymer carries an effective surface charge density (σ eff ) that is quite different from the overall protein charge, the isoionic pH has no particular significance vis-à-vis binding, so the continuity of the plot in Figure 4 at Zpr ) 0 is not surprising. The implication that σ eff ∼ Zpr will be discussed below.
If protein charges were randomly distributed, one would expect symmetrical behavior for the binding of polyanions and polycations. This is exactly what we observe in Figure 4 for the two high-charge-density polyelectrolytes, PMAPTAC and PAMPS. On the other hand, comparison of PMAPTAC and PDADMAC is less simple, since the curves cross. At low ionic strength (I), PDADMAC binds more strongly, but vice versa at high I. Put differently, if the pH of a solution containing BSA, PMAPTAC, and PDADMAC were adjusted upward at low I, complexation with PDADMAC would occur before complexation with PMAPTAC, and contrariwise at high I. Figure 5b ,c provides a schematic explanation. At low I, pH c < pI, so the protein has an excess of positive charges. Nevertheless, bound configurations of PDADMAC exist in which contacts between NH 3 + and polymer cation sites are avoided because of the large spacing (≈7 Å) between polymer charges (Figure 5b , frames 1-5). Unfavorable like-charge contacts would be less avoidable for PMAPTAC, which has more than twice the linear charge density of PDADMAC (Figure 5b, frame 6 ). Consequently, PMAPTAC does not bind at large Zpr as well as PDADMAC does. As the pH increases, so does the number of attractive CO 2 -groups, and charge complementarity between PMAPTAC and a series of CO 2 -groups on the protein surface is eventually attained (Figure 5c, frames 1-5 ).
An assumption in the foregoing analyses is that both polymer and protein charges are fixed, but in fact, only the former are "quenched" whereas the latter are "annealed" (labile). Thus, protons may migrate from NH 3 + to CO 2 -in response to pK a shifts induced by polymer binding. Along with the configurational adaptability of the bound polymer, proton migration may provide an additional mechanism for favorable binding.
Comparison of PAMPS and PAMPS 80 AAm 20 indicates that intrinsic chain flexibility also plays a role in the binding of proteins to polyelectrolytes. The stronger binding by the lower charge density PAMPS 80 AAm 20 can be explained on the basis of charge complementarity as discussed above. However, the nearly parallel behavior of the two PAMPS polyelectrolytes in Figure 4 implies that the linear charge density has only a negligible influence on the ionic strength dependence of (Zpr) c . This observation can be interpreted using Muthukumar's 21 model for the adsorption of polyelectrolytes to charged surfaces.
In Muthukumar's model, polyelectrolyte adsorption is proposed to be a result of electrostatic interactions between a homogeneously charged planar surface and an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte. These electrostatic interactions are modulated by the surface charge density (σ) and radius (Λ) of the adsorbing surface and the linear charge density ( ) of the polyelectrolyte. The attenuating influence of salt on the electrostatic interactions is incorporated into the model via the DebyeHückel parameter (κ). The attractive electrostatic contribution to polyelectrolyte adsorption is opposed by the loss of polymer conformational entropy. The Kuhn length (l K ) is representative of the polymer stiffness and is used to parametrize polyelectrolyte conformational entropy. The Bjerrum length (l B ) is a characteristic length for electrolyte solutions, and Muthukumar uses this parameter to normalize both the Kuhn length and the polyelectrolyte linear charge density. Critical conditions for polyelectrolyte adsorption are given in eq 2, where l 1 is the renormalized Kuhn length.
For high molecular weight polyelectrolytes, the radius of gyration is much larger than the screening length (1/κ), and l 1 is proportional to both the bare Kuhn length (l 0 ) and κ. This 
proportionality is shown in eq 3, where ω c is the electrostatic interaction parameter (ω c ) l B /A 2 ), N is the number of Kuhn segments in the contour length, and A ()l B / ) is the contour distance between charges on the polyelectrolyte: 21, 23 As shown in Figure 6 , the second term in eq 2 {1 -(κΛ + 1)e -κΛ } is linear with κΛ in the range of small κΛ values. After the appropriate substitutions, the preceding expressions reduce to the form shown in eq 4, which predicts that the intrinsic chain stiffness (l 0 ) has a larger effect on σ c than the linear charge density.
Therefore, despite the difference in , the slopes of the phase boundaries (∂σ c /∂κ) for PAMPS and PAMPS 80 AAm 20 , two polyelectrolytes with similar bare persistence lengths, are nearly parallel, with the small difference in slope arising from the difference in 1/5 . Since (Zpr) c < 0 for PAMPS and PAMPS 80 -AAm 20 , the vertical shift toward stronger binding for PAMPS 80 -AAm 20 is likely to be a result of same sign repulsive interactions, a factor not included in Muthukumar's model. For the cationic polyelectrolytes, PDADMAC (I) and PMAPTAC (II) where l I > l II and I , II , eq 4 correctly predicts that the slope of the phase boundary will be steeper for PDADMAC than for PMAPTAC. With regard to the κ dependence in eq 4, Figure  7 shows the data from Figure 4 plotted vs I 0.6 . As seen, it is not possible to distinguish κ dependence and κ 1.2 dependence. Since Λ is representative of the number of protein charges interacting with the polyelectrolyte, the presence of Λ in eq 4 is not unexpected. However, the linearity of σ c with κ 1.2 taken together with eq 4 implies that Λ is constant (independent of either pH or ionic strength). Because of the large loss in polyelectrolyte conformational entropy upon binding, it is unlikely that a single contact point releases enough enthalpic energy to stabilize the binding event. It is more reasonable to assume multiple links involving contiguous binding sites. The number and the relative location of these binding sites would be dictated by the distribution of charges on the polyelectrolyte and the chain stiffness. Because of the proximity of protein and bound polymer groups, the effect of the bulk ionic strength on the persistence length can be neglected. Hence, it is the bare persistence length or the intrinsic chain stiffness which determines the size of the binding patch, resulting in a relatively constant Λ for a given polyelectrolyte.
The presence of multiple contact points can be inferred from Muthukumar's computer simulation studies of polyelectrolyte adsorption to charged surfaces. 21 These simulations showed that polyelectrolyte adsorption was initiated at a single contact point. As evident by the short lifetime, the initial polymer conformation was unstable but could be stabilized by the inclusion of neighboring contact points. Studies of complexes of strong polyanions (e.g., PAMPS) with spherical (4 nm diameter) cationic micelles provide circumstantial evidence that the bound state involves ca. 5-10 polymer residues per micelle. 25 It may also be noted that 5-10 PAMPS residues corresponds to a contour distance of 1.3-2.7 nm, on the order of the bare persistence length (lp 0 ) 2.4 nm). 26 We can then suggest that the "charge patch" is actually an array of charges on the protein surface which are complementary to the distribution of charges on the polyelectrolyte binding segment and that the length of the binding segment, and hence the size of the patch (Λ), is controlled by the intrinsic stiffness of the polymer chain. As lp 0 increases, we can expect a corresponding increase in Λ.
The inference that ∂σ c /∂κ ∼ ∂(Zpr) c /∂κ implies that σ eff ∼ Zpr, which might appear to conflict with the fact that the initial binding event at pH c typically occurs on the wrong side of pI, meaning that σ eff and Zpr are of opposite sign. Since protein charges are not in general randomly distributed, global charge homogeneity seems unlikely. A more reasonable explanation is that there are multiple patches of similar energy on the protein surface, with each patch adding an entropic stability to the binding event. If the number of patches is large, we could envision a bound polyelectrolyte segment that has a large degree of mobility on the protein surface. Because of this mobility, the effective surface charge density would be a weighted average of all the patches, and we would expect this average to be proportional to the global charge. Hence the apparent proportionality of σ eff with Zpr.
If multiple patches are present on the protein surface, there may be numerous polyelectrolyte conformations of similar binding affinity. These conformations in equilibrium could be described as "loose" binding. Direct evidence of this type of binding was observed by Sato et al. for lysozyme complexed with PAMPS. 27 From fluorescence anisotropy measurements, the rotational lifetime of unbound lysozyme was found to be 1.3 ns. When polyelectrolyte was added to the system, the rotational lifetime of lysozyme increased by 40% to 1.8 ns. While this increase is indicative of complex formation, it is of insufficient magnitude to support a site-specific, "lock and key" binding mechanism. Multiple patches would also be consistent with the theoretical treatments presented by Muthukumar 21 and Pefferkorn. 22 In Muthukumar's computer simulations of polyelectrolyte adsorption to charged surfaces, numerous low-energy conformations of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte chain were observed. Pefferkorn et al. attribute the reversibility of polyampholyte adsorption to the inherent mobility or conformational freedom of the bound polyampholyte at the adsorbing surface; i.e., desorption is prohibited only when conformational freedom is lost.
The presence of multiple patches of similar binding affinity is portrayed in Figure 5 . Heavy lines in Figure 5b ,c represent polycations of different linear charge density and persistence length. The charge (X) spacing and the total length of the absorbed polycation segments are consistent with the linear charge densities and the bare persistence lengths of PDADMAC and PMAPTAC. Frames 1-4 in Figure 5b ,c depict multiple binding patches and proton mobility, using the polycation preferentially absorbed at each pH. In the last two frames the two polycations are compared to show the restrictions imposed by charge complementarity at low pH and the decrease in these restrictions at higher pH, i.e., the preferential adsorption of low charge density PDADMAC at low pH, contrasted to the adsorption of high charge density PMAPTAC at high pH.
Figure 5a corresponds to pH ) 3.0, where most of the carboxylate groups are protonated (pK ) 4.0), so there are not enough negative charges to constitute a binding patch, and polycation adsorption is prohibited. At pH ) 3.7 (pH c for PDADMAC in 0.04 M NaCl), a sufficient number of carboxylate groups have been ionized to induce PDADMAC adsorption, represented schematically in the first four frames of Figure 5b . The specific set of acid residues that are ionized is variable, and subtle pK shifts induced by the polycation could multiply the number of possible binding sites. Figure 5c represents the protein surface at moderate pH (7.2) and ionic strength (0.2). The added salt screens attractive interactions, and PDADMAC adsorption is prohibited until the surface charge density has increased enough to balance the reduction in κ -1 (pH c ) 7.2). At pH 7.2, effectively all of the carboxyl groups are ionized, and σ eff is large. However, this increase in σ eff reduces the importance of charge complementarity and produces patches that are more conducive to adsorption of high charge density polyelectrolytes (PMAPTAC). PMAPTAC adsorption, shown in the first five frames of Figure 5c , is characterized by a smaller Λ, arising from the larger intrinsic flexibility of PMAPTAC relative to PDADMAC, and a decrease in the total number of positive charges, arising from the deprotonation of 70% of the imidazole (His) groups. The result is preferential adsorption of the more highly charged and flexible PMAPTAC in the high ionic strength regime.
Finally, we address the question of the phase-transition-like behavior implied by "pH c ". The fact that pH c is independent of polyelectrolyte MW 19 in the MW range of 104-106 implies that we need only consider interactions on the length scale of a protein molecule, i.e., <10 nm, the longest dimension of BSA. 24 Since PDADMAC is a relatively stiff polymer, the notion of PDADMAC "wrapping around" BSA is unrealistic, but a more reasonable deformation of the polymer chain can still give rise to numerous contacts. The first or primary contact between one polymer repeat unit and the protein results in a large loss in polyelectrolyte conformational entropy. However, since the brunt of the entropy penalty is absorbed by this primary contact, subsequent contacts with other repeat units are more favorable. This cooperativity is responsible for the abrupt appearance of a bound state. Therefore, the simultaneous binding of multiple contiguous polymer repeat units accounts for the phase-transition-like behavior observed at pH c .
Conclusion
The surface charge distributions of proteins correspond to a complex pattern that changes strongly with pH. Precise complementarity of protein charges with the charges on synthetic polyelectrolytes is highly unlikely. Nevertheless, the range of conformational arrangements for the adsorbed polyelectrolyte and the variety of possible binding sites on the protein offer some states of low energy even when the global charge suggests strong repulsion.
We observed that the critical protein charge for BSA-polyelectrolyte complex formation (Zpr) c depends, to a first approximation, on κ. This observation is consistent with numerous theoretical treatments and has also been observed for micellepolyelectrolyte and dendrimer-polyelectrolyte systems. 25 Contrary to micelles and dendrimers, however, the amphoteric nature of proteins introduces a charge complementarity factor that may oppose the expected increase in binding with increasing polyelectrolyte charge density. Theories for the adsorption of polyelectrolytes to charged surfaces 21 indicate that the effect of intrinsic polyelectrolyte stiffness on (Zpr) c exceeds the effect of polyelectrolyte linear charge density. This prediction is supported by the results for both the polyanionic and polycationic systems.
